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Abstract: Nepal is one of the most seismically active regions in the world, as highlighted by the
recent devastating 2015, Mw~7.8 Gorkha earthquake, and a robust assessment of seismic hazard is
paramount for the design of earthquake-resistant structures. In this study, we present a new proba-
bilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA) for Nepal. We considered data and findings from recent
scientific publications, which allowed us to develop a unified magnitude homogenized seismicity
catalog and propose alternative seismic source characterization (SSC) models including up-to-date
parameters of major thrust faults like main frontal thrust (MFT) and main boundary thrust (MBT),
while also considering existing SSC models and various seismic hazard modeling strategies within a
logic tree framework. The sensitivity analyses show the seismic hazard levels are generally higher
for SSC models integrating the major thrust faults, followed by homogenous volume sources and
smoothed seismicity approach. The seismic hazard maps covering the entirety of Nepal are presented
as well as the uniform hazard spectra (UHS) for five selected locations (Kathmandu, Pokhara, Birat-
nagar, Nepalganj, and Dipayal) at return periods of 475- and 2475-years considering Vs,30 = 760 m/s.
The results obtained are generally consistent with most recent studies. However, a notable variability
in seismic hazard levels and several discrepancies with respect to the Nepal Building Building Code
NBC105: 2020 and global hazard model, GEM are noted, and possible causes are discussed.

Keywords: probabilistic seismic hazard assessment (PSHA); seismic source characterization;
seismogenic models; Nepal Himalayas

1. Introduction

Nepal is one of the most tectonically active regions of the world characterized by a
rapid crustal deformation mainly due to rather rapid convergence between Indian and
Eurasian plates, with shortening rates of 18–21 mm/year [1–3]. This active convergence
region has recorded some of the largest magnitude earthquakes in an inter-plate continental
context (e.g., recently the 2015 Mw~7.8 Gorkha earthquake, 1934 Mw~8.0 Bihar earthquake).
In addition, it is believed that the Himalayan region has the potential to initiate megathrust
earthquakes like the historical event that occurred on June 6, 1505, with an estimated mo-
ment magnitude up to 8.5 [2,4]. One of the particularities of earthquakes in the Himalayan
region, unlike other subduction-like domains, is their shallow focal depths (<20–40 km),
which usually initiate within the Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT) and propagate southward
to the large faults of the Main Frontal Thrust (MFT) or the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT).
These relatively shallow depth and high magnitude events pose a very high seismic risk
issue for Nepal [5]. Recent studies (e.g., [5]) mention the fact that the most dominant and
destructive earthquakes that occurred in the Himalayan megathrust faults are of rather
shallow focal depth (in range ~10 km). Moreover, the recent major earthquake (Gorkha,
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Mw~7.8, 2015) was reported to have a focal depth of around 5–10 km [5]. Thus, this particu-
larity of shallow depth events is clearly an ingredient that contributes to the higher seismic
hazard and seismic risk for Nepal and the surrounding region.

Assessing credible seismic hazard estimations for Nepal is a critical step to prepare,
prevent, and minimize the damages due to earthquakes. The need for credible seismic
hazard assessment was highlighted through several recent seismic hazard studies ([6–10])
and the recent revision of the national seismic building code of Nepal NBC105: 2020 [11].
These recent studies improved the seismic hazard assessment for Nepal. However, several
key elements for state-of-the-art practice to conduct probabilistic seismic hazard assessment
are yet to be explored, challenged, and reviewed to attain a comprehensive and up-to-date
seismic hazard assessment for Nepal.

Among the recent PSHA models, the seismic source model integrated with Global
Hazard Model (GEM) [12] is adapted from a study conducted at the scale of the Indian
sub-continent by [13] and based on large scale area source zones which also includes deep
seismogenic sources (up to 25–70 km) seems to be clearly not appropriate given the seis-
motectonic context of Nepal based on recent findings (for e.g., [14]). Most seismic hazard
studies previously performed relied on one single area-based source seismic hazard model
(e.g., [7,10]) without sufficient consideration of uncertainties in terms of geometry, depth,
and other seismic parameters. The recent PSHA study [6] conducted specially for the
new national building code of Nepal (in the seismic building code improvement efforts
after the 2015 Gorkha earthquake) is a step toward a new seismic hazard model for Nepal.
However, one of the main limitations of the study [6] is that the integrated model considers
the MHT as the main controlling seismic source, without considering alternative seismic
source models. The recent works by [8,15] in the context of Nepal also mark important
improvement in terms of consideration of alternative source models and even individual
faults in some recent studies, [8] albeit limitations notably in terms of completeness of fault
databases, consideration of comprehensive seismic catalog and propagation of uncertain-
ties. PSHA calculation involves considering the occurrence of multiple earthquake rupture
scenarios and their uncertainties in a probabilistic manner to evaluate the probability of
exceeding several ground motion levels over a certain time for a given site. Although
the original methodology of PSHA calculation from Cornell [16] is well established, it
continues to be improved with several recent advances notably in terms of propagation
of both aleatory and epistemic uncertainties [17]. Epistemic uncertainty is considered to
address for lack of knowledge or limited data while aleatory uncertainty addresses the
natural randomness in the earthquake process [18]. Epistemic uncertainty is generally
represented through model uncertainty and parametric uncertainty. In this study, they are
considered through consideration of alternative seismic source models, the definition of
the range of seismic parameters, methods of seismic rate computations (e.g., Poissonian or
characteristic approaches), ground motion models, etc. Epistemic uncertainty is expected
to be decreased over time as more data become available and as the models become refined
based on new data. On the other hand, the aleatory uncertainties are considered for exam-
ple through Monte Carlo propagation on a range of seismic parameters (on hypocentral
depths, magnitude, etc.), to simulate the randomness of the earthquake process (like spatial
uncertainty, time uncertainty, ground motion uncertainty, etc.), which in principle does not
evolve over time. Thus, this study attempts to consider these latest advancements in terms
of PSHA methods to improve PSHA for Nepal Himalayas. Moreover, through this study,
we try to valorize recent data and findings for Nepal Himalayas to offer improvement
notably through the incorporation of an up-to-date earthquake catalog, consideration of
major fault sources, existing and alternative source models, and ground motion models.

The adaptation and enforcement of credible seismic hazard estimations through the
building code provisions are paramount to prevent or minimize the damage of buildings
and catastrophic losses due to earthquakes. In this study, we attempt to propose new
alternative PSHA source models with the objective to contribute towards comprehensive
seismic hazard studies for Nepal and potentially for the rational evolutions in seismic pro-
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visions within the future version of the Nepalese building code (NBC). Hence, we perform
a comparative evaluation of the uniform hazard spectra (UHS) obtained in this study with
the design spectra proposed in the recent national building code NBC105:2020 [11] to assess
the potential causes for differences.

2. Geodynamics and Seismotectonic Context

The Himalayan chain in Nepal is characterized by a complex fault system of pre-
dominantly ~1000 km long sub-parallel major thrusts from the south to the north: the
Main Frontal Thrust (MFT), Main Boundary Thrust (MBT), and Main Central Thrust (MCT)
(Figure 1a). Minor crustal lateral and normal faults distributed over the Himalayan chain
accommodate part of the convergence at a smaller scale. The MFT corresponds to a sur-
face active fault and is exposed along the southern edge of the Sub-Himalayan foothills
with a roughly WNW–ESE strike. At depth, the MFT merges with a “decollement” that
dips gently to the north beneath the Lesser Himalaya forming together the well-known
Main Himalayan Thrust (MHT). The MHT results from the subduction between Indian
and Asian plates and acts as a subduction interface even though the idea of continental
subduction (through under thrusting?) is still debated [19–24]. The MBT lies on the same
“decollement” with a steeper dip angle nearby the surface whereas the MCT corresponds
to an old thrusts zone underlying the green schist facies rocks at the base of the Greater
Himalayan Sequence. Geological reconstruction and microseismicity models on the MHT
agreed about the presence of two or three sub-horizontal surfaces (or flat) bounded on
several sides by more steeply dipping ramps. The presence or not of a duplex structure at
depth is still debated [25,26] regarding the lateral variation of the seismicity distribution.
In any case, according to the along-strike variation of the distance between the mid-crustal
ramp and the surface trace of the MFT, it is clear that the geometry of the MHT system at
depth is complex and varies from east to west [27] (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1. (a) Structural map of Nepal and Himalayan mountains showing the major thrusts, strike-
slip, and normal faults. Black and white arrows indicate India’s plate motion relative to Eurasia
in ITRF 2005. Cities with highest population are labeled. MCT: Main Central Thrust, MBT: Main
Boundary Thrust, MFT: Main Frontal Thrust. (b) Seismicity map (raw catalog) of Nepal and Hi-
malayan mountains (see Section 3.1 for further details about the seismicity catalog used in this
study). The depth contours of the MHT decollement layer are from [27] with depth values in bold.
Magnitude > 8 earthquakes are represented by stars and labeled (in italics for historical events with
higher uncertainty on their epicentral location).

Geodetic studies show a convergence perpendicular to the arc varying from
20.2 ± 1.1 mm/year in Western Nepal to 21.2 ± 2 mm/year in Eastern Nepal consistent
with the long-term geomorphic shortening rates of 18–21 mm/year [1–3]. Recent studies
refined the total convergence rate between India and Asia at ~36 mm/year from con-
tinuous GPS stations [28] (Figure 1a) estimating that half of the convergence (reduced
to ~14–19 mm/year) is accommodated across Himalaya [29]. How this geodetic strain
(i.e., stress accumulation) is distributed over the active structures of the Himalayas remains
poorly documented because of gaps in GPS measurements. However, GPS observations
allow us to estimate that during the interseismic period, the shortening rate rises from
0 mm/year at the MFT to ~3 mm/year at the Himalaya piedmont (bounded by the MBT)
to ~13–17 mm/year north of the High Himalaya (bounded by the MCT) [30]. Furthermore,
the authors deduced from geodetic data that the MHT is actually locked ~100–150 km
downdip from the MFT, which corresponds to a maximum depth of >20 km [1,29], and
this locked portion of fault can rupture all the way to the surface during large earthquakes
(Mw > 8) as confirmed by geomorphic studies [26,31–33]. In terms of interseismic coupling,
the MHT seems to be largely coupled along its complete length suggesting that there is
no aseismic creep close to the MFT [34]. Yet, recent studies show that the MHT displays
lateral variations of its coupling ratio suggesting regional heterogeneities with local low
coupling ranging from 0.2 to 0.8 [35,36]. Hence, it is unclear which part of the interseis-
mic shortening is involved in elastic/anelastic deformation which is critical to determine
the seismic potential of faults. In our models, we take a large range of fault coupling to
overcome this issue.

Whereas the MBT formed earlier than the MFT, as suggested by parallel lithological
contact with the Proterozoic stratigraphy level (named Lesser Himalaya domain) exposed
in its hanging wall, recent activity along one of its reactivated segments has been observed
through geological and geomorphic studies [4,37]. Even if no clear fault scarps have been
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documented along the MBT, geomorphic studies allowed us to describe the occurrence
of at least two large earthquakes over the last 2000 years (Figure 1b). The MFT and the
MBT are located in the southern part of Nepal, spaced 20–50 km apart, and bounded
by the Sub-Himalaya domain built out of the Siwalik sedimentary foreland basin. The
MCT, located further north, formed at ~22–18 Ma and seems to have accommodated a
total shortening of 140–500 km [38,39]. At present-day, the MCT is considered inactive by
many authors [40,41] but might have actually remained episodically active as suggested
by [19,42]. To the north of the MBT, the deformation is distributed over moderate active
faults with right-lateral strike-slip component (i.e., Western Nepal Fault System, Karakoram
fault. . . [43]) then gradually displaying both lateral and normal components toward the
Tibetan Plateau.

Regarding instrumental and historical seismicity, the region is characterized by dense
and localized seismicity in the West and East–Southeast Nepal, with much less activity in
the central part of the country (Figure 1b). Large (Mw > 7) and great (Mw > 8) earthquakes
follow the same geographic distribution such as the two historical Mw > 8 earthquakes,
Mw~8.5 in 1505 and Mw~8.1 in 1833 and were situated more than 70 km northward of
the MFT. The 1934 Ms~8.2 earthquake despite a controversial rupture plane geometry [44]
displayed the same geographic distribution and fault parameters as historical earthquakes.
The regional focal mechanisms (please refer to the Section 4.1 for further details) reflect
the fault kinematics with mostly thrusting in the south, strike-slip in the central part, and
normal in the northern part [9]. The seismically active section of the MHT, because of
its sub-horizontal dip (a mean dip of ~8–10◦), underlies most of Nepal and concentrates
along the northern, down-dip edge of the coupled zone (interpreted as the brittle–ductile
transition zone at depth and located ~100–150 km from the MFT) suggesting that the well-
known 1505 earthquake (and so the 1505 magnitude-like events) have been initiated on the
MHT [4,45]. It appears that most of the seismicity in Nepal (>70%) is shallow seismicity
(<25 km) so is in the hanging wall of the MHT or probably on the MHT itself, with a small
chance of being on secondary splay faults (or/and duplex?). The up to 30 km depth part of
the seismicity is randomly distributed over the whole country while the earthquakes up to
40 km depth seem to underline a roughly ~W–E-oriented wide band.

3. Seismicity Database
3.1. Compilation of Seismicity Database

In Nepal, National seismic monitoring through localized seismic networks began in
the early 1980s. Since then, the catalog completeness in the region has changed significantly
over time due to the increase in the seismic station’s coverage. The historical events
were compiled through various relevant studies [10,46] and Global Historical Earthquake
Archives (GHEA) [47]. The instrumental earthquake catalogs for Nepal and surrounding
regions are mainly available from the National Seismological Centre, Nepal (DMN) and
National Centre for Seismology—India (NDI). The global catalogs, which provide revised
estimation for magnitude (CMT), location (EHB), and ISC-GEM catalog [48,49] were also
considered based on a broad region between 75◦ E and 93◦ E in longitude and 24◦ N
and 34◦ N in latitude, to be able to work with a robust seismic sample to establish the
correlations between the different magnitude scales and the moment magnitude Mw.

The data available from various agencies/institutes were used for the compilation of
a unified catalog. Duplicate events were identified and removed in the final earthquake
catalog. Time, distance, and magnitude intervals were chosen by trial-and-error tests.
The potential duplicate events were flagged and then manually reviewed to check that
duplicates were correctly identified. Our review focused on doubtful duplicate events
(duplicate events associated with large intervals in time, distance, or magnitude) or on
pairs of events with very similar parameters that may correspond to true duplicate events.
This investigation led to the most reasonable (see Table 1) distance and time window to
identify the duplicates for different periods in history. We adopted the scheme (difference
in distance, time, and magnitude) presented in Table 1 as a final choice.
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Table 1. Scheme use to identify the duplicate events among different source catalogs.

Time Period Distance (km) Time Magnitude

≤1900 500 2.5 h 3.0
1901–1979 500 120 s 2.0
1980–1999 250 60 s 2.0
≥2000 100 30 s 1.0

After the identification of duplicates, the location of the events was retained according
to the following source priority criteria defined based on the relative degree of reliability
on the epicentral locations: ISC_GEM, EHB, ISC, NDI, USGS, REF, GHEA, and GCMT.
For instance, we trust the catalog that has been reviewed (ISC_GEM and EHB are the
relatively more reliable catalogs because their epicentral location is revised or reviewed).
The selection process is iterative and follows the priority scheme. Figure S1 represents
the repartition of source epicentral locations as a function of magnitude and time for
the final compiled catalog for this study. The final homogenized raw catalog contains
12,584 events above Mw* ≥ 1.0, among which 145 are Mw* ≥ 6.0 and 39 are Mw* ≥ 7.0, and
8 are Mw* ≥ 8.0. The main sources of information used to develop the new catalog for this
study are presented in Table 2.

Table 2. The main sources of information used to develop the new catalog for this study.

Source Databases
(Acronym, References)

Period
Covered Description

REF
[10,46] 1223–1900 The lists of historical seismicity for Himalayan region provided in various scientific publications.

GHEA
[47] 1411–1900 The Global Historical Earthquake Archive (GHEA) is the worldwide database of historical

seismic events.

ISC-GEM
[48,49] 1904–2016 ISC-GEM V9.1, global instrumental earthquake catalog compiled, reviewed and magnitude

homogenized mostly for larger earthquakes (M ≥ 5.0).

EHB
[50] 1964–2017 Revision of hypocenter location for the larger events (generally M ≥ 4.0) for ISC catalog.

GCMT
[51] 1976–2021

The Global Centroid Moment Tensor (GCMT) catalog comprises the revision of magnitude based
on [51]. This catalog provides events of magnitude mostly greater than 5, revised in magnitude,
since 1976. The main interest in CMT catalog is Mw magnitude estimates information, which is

often taken as a reference magnitude.

ISC
[52] 1900–2022

International Seismological Center (ISC) is the most complete source for pre-instrumental and
instrumental events. Note that the data for National Seismological Centre, Nepal (DMN) [53]

was recovered through ISC bulletins for use in this study.

USGS
[54] 1985–2022 United States Geological Survey (USGS) is the earthquake catalog compiled and distributed by

the United States Geological Survey (USGS).

NDI
[55] 1720–2022 National Centre of Seismology (NDI) is an Indian national database of seismological data which

covers both historical and instrumental period.

3.2. Magnitude Homogenization

Magnitude homogenization into moment magnitude Mw was carried out by adopting a
priority scheme based on magnitude types: direct moment magnitude (Mwd), proxy moment
magnitude (Mwp), local magnitudes (mL), surface wave magnitude (Ms), body wave magni-
tude (mb), duration magnitude (md), coda wave (Mc) and non-specified magnitude (M).

We compared the magnitude pairs and different magnitude conversions available in
the recent bibliography along with two general and ordinary orthogonal regressions (GOR
and OOR) evaluated based on the magnitude pairs obtained in this study (Figure 2, Table 3).
The Mw,NDI show the systematic shift with respect to GCMT, a possible underestimation
specifically for a magnitude lower than 5.5. Thus, GOR established through the pairs (which
considers uncertainty in two directions), was used to adjust direct moment magnitudes
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Mw,NDI. And proxy moment magnitude (Mwp) was adopted as equivalent to Mw as it
mostly concerns events from the ISC_GEM catalog, which are reviewed.
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Table 3. Regression relationships derived from the generalized orthogonal regression (GOR) method
utilized in this study.

Conversion Intercept Gradient σ N * Magnitude Range

Mw,NDI—Mw* 0.8754 (±0.40) 0.8878 (±0.08) 0.20 41 4.0–6.9

mL,NDI—Mw* 0.0629 (±0.37) 1.0273 (±0.07) 0.28 270 3.6–6.8

mL,BJI—Mw* 1.9015 (±0.27) 0.6524 (±0.05) 0.19 182 3.8–6.8

* N represents the number of pairs used to develop relation and σ represents the sigma of the regression relationship.

Similarly for other magnitude types, the analysis of magnitude pairs led to the choice
of relationship proposed by [56] for Ms, [57] for Mb, and [51] for mL,DMN. For Ms to Mw,
the models developed by [56,57] seem appropriate. The model developed by [56] was
preferred because it is more recent and widely acknowledged. For Mb to Mw, although
the data are largely dispersed, the model developed by [57] seems the most appropriate.
mL,DMN shows the systematic shift, a possible overestimation for all magnitude ranges.
The relationship as given by [51] seems appropriate and hence adopted.

GOR relationship established through magnitude pairs evaluated in this study (Figure 2,
Table 3) was adopted for mL,NDI, and mL,BJI. The GOR approach provides the relation that
minimizes the square of the orthogonal distance of the experimental data from the regression
line [58]. We follow the GOR [58,59] method also adopted by [60] because unlike the OOR
procedure, which supposes equal uncertainty on both x and y variables, the GOR procedure
allows us to account for the estimated uncertainty of both the dependent and independent
variables. Hence, albeit the debate about the superiority of one or other conversion rela-
tionship as discussed recently in [61], the authors believe that the regression techniques
considering the uncertainty on most variables like the GOR approach are preferable.

Regarding the events that contain only md, Mc, or M, considering the lack of enough
magnitude pairs with reference Mw for specific evaluation, we adopted a 1:1 equivalent
relationship to convert to Mw. The homogenized magnitude is noted as Mw* with an
uncertainty equal to the recombined variance of the original magnitude estimate and of the
variance associated with the conversion models.

3.3. Declustering of the Seismicity Catalog

There is no unique solution to separate the time-independent part of seismicity from
the seismic activity related to aftershocks, foreshocks, or clusters of earthquakes. Hence, we
chose for this study, the widely applied and accepted spatio-temporal windows approach
proposed by Gardener and Knopoff (GK74) [62] to obtain a statistically independent declus-
tered catalog. The histogram (Figure 3) shows that for both raw and declustered catalogs,
the number of events below magnitude 4.0 marks an inflection point which indicates that
the catalog is mostly not complete below the magnitude of 4.0. The declustering process
identified about half of the events (53.7%) as mainshocks and the rest of the events are
identified as either foreshocks (9.4%) or aftershocks (36.9%). The other algorithms available
for declustering, like the one from Uhrhammer [63], were not considered in this study. They
will be considered for the tests of their applicability in future updates.

3.4. Completeness Periods

The catalog of seismicity was analyzed to define the completeness periods (after which
the annual rate of earthquakes become approximately constant i.e., stationary) per range of
magnitudes based on the “slope method” based on the cumulative number of events along
time and method based on the inter-event variance [64] (Figures 4, S1 and S2).
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Figure 4. Examples of completeness analysis performed for magnitude bin of (a) Mw5.0–5.5 and
(b) Mw5.5–6.0. Cumulative number of earthquakes as a function of time (red circles). Inter-event
variance (black dashed line). Best estimate is shown as green dashed line. Gray shade represents the
lower to upper estimates.

For each magnitude bin, we evaluated the range of completeness year to consider
uncertainties (Table 4). This uncertainty range increases for higher magnitude bins for
which the completeness period is longer and data are scarce. The mean completeness
period established is 21 years for the lowest magnitude range of Mw3.0–3.5 and 821 years
for the highest magnitude range of Mw8.0–9.0. We considered 2021 as the end year to avoid
possible biases since seismicity data for recent years are usually not complete or are subject
to revisions.
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Table 4. Estimates of the year of completeness.

Mw
Range

Best Estimate
Completeness Year

Minimum
Completeness Year

Maximum
Completeness Year

End
Year

Mean
Completeness (Years)

3.0–3.5 2000 1995 2005 2021 21

3.5–4.0 2000 1995 2005 2021 21

4.0–4.5 1995 1995 2000 2021 26

4.5–5.0 1980 1975 1985 2021 41

5.0–5.5 1965 1965 1975 2021 56

5.5–6.0 1930 1925 1940 2021 91

6.0–6.5 1910 1900 1920 2021 111

6.5–7.0 1910 1900 1920 2021 111

7.0–8.0 1800 1800 1850 2021 221

8.0–9.0 1200 1180 1250 2021 821

4. Seismic Source Characterization

The seismic source models (SSM) are made of seismic source zones that represent
volumes of the Earth’s crust and linear individual faults exhibiting the same seismotectonic
regime and seismicity occurrence features. They are modeled assuming that the seismicity
is either homogenously or heterogeneously distributed over their extent and the occurrence
parameters are calculated by processing the subset of events that occurred within the
polygon describing the seismic source. Seismic hazard studies previously performed in
Nepal [7–10,65] provide significantly variable PSHA results since the SSC models and
hypothesis used are not consistent from one study to another. Thus, the intent of the
current study was to consider the existing model proposed by [10], which is mostly based
on seismicity patterns, and to also develop independent and more accurate SSM applicable
to the Nepalese Himalayas including in turn three types of seismic sources at regional
scale: the crustal volume sources, the major Himalayan crustal fault sources, and the
subduction-like interface domain.

From the previous models [7,8,10,65] it was evidenced that the seismic hazard was
controlled by crustal zones and fault sources. However, there is a deep thrust decollement
layer (the Main Himalayan Thrust, MHT) acting as a wide plate interface with an important
seismogenic potential that must be considered into the models. The authors of [9] previously
included the MHT and the Karakoram fault as single fault sources in their probabilistic
seismic hazard models associated with sparse areal sources centered on active faulting
region. However, the models do not consider the other main structures connecting on
the MHT at depth as an alternative source of seismic hazard for Nepal despite their
recent activity [4,19,37,42]. In contrast to [9] and based on the MHT fault coupling values
from [35,36], we decided to consider in our models the two major seismogenic structures of
Nepal accommodating most of the regional shortening rate, that is to say mainly the Main
Frontal Thrust (MFT) and the Main Boundary Thrust (MBT), and also a minor part on the
Main Central Thrust (MCT) and active strike-slip/normal faults located in Northern Nepal.

Therefore, the models developed in this study incorporate alternative source model
geometries, based on the geometrical complexity of the seismogenic structures at depth
(i.e., ramp and flat on the MHT) and include the tectonic lateral variations observed in
the region [1–4,9,29,37,66–72]. This approach of modeling implies that although specific
active faults are not introduced in the seismic hazard model, they are modeled through
the generation of fictitious rupture planes anywhere in the volume, however not able to
generate earthquakes stronger than the adopted magnitude threshold.

The intention is also to adopt two alternative methods for the determination of the ac-
tivity rates. In the first one, the activity rates are assumed to be homogeneously distributed
in each seismotectonic volume. On the other, the spatial variability of the activity rates is
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accounted for by a smoothed seismicity approach in which alternative kernel functions
are considered.

4.1. Homogenous Volume Sources
4.1.1. Source Model Based on Thapa and Wang (2013)—SM1

The seismic source model named SM1 is inspired by [10] and is composed of initially
23 zones to which a zone was added in the foreland basin of the Himalayan chain, allowing
us to consider the seismicity at Southernmost Nepal (Figure 5). These 24 zones encompass
the major seismotectonic domains to cover the active regions to the west (India), the east
(Bhutan), and to the north (Tibet Plateau, China). The SM1 zonation encompasses the
Nepalese Himalayan mountains, from south to north: (i) the ~W–E to WNW–ESE active
thrusts (MFT, MBT) in the Outer Himalaya, (ii) the mainly ~W–E reverse to ~N–S lateral
faulting in the Lesser Himalaya and (iii) the mainly ~N–S normal to ~SE–NW lateral faulting
of the extensional Tethys Himalaya at Southern Tibet. In terms of seismicity magnitude
and distribution, most of the instrumental and historical seismicity is distributed along
an arc-parallel band in the Lesser Himalayas. In detail, the seismicity is concentrated into
two clusters with the highest magnitude earthquakes localized in the east, in the vicinity
of Kathmandu City, and in the far western region. While [10] set a hypocenter depth for
active crustal seismicity comprised between 0–10 km for the whole region, we applied
a maximum depth of rupture up to 20 km for the zones Z1 to Z8 and Z24, 30 km for
the zones Z9 to Z18, 40 km for the zones Z19 to Z23, according to the northward low-
dipping geometry of the thrust beneath the whole Nepal [73,74] and considering that the
majority of the earthquakes in Nepal occurred along and above the MHT. In addition,
we consider a subduction-like interface domain with a maximum magnitude of up to
Mw~9.0 for the zones Z9 to Z18, where the greatest magnitude of historical seismicity is
assumed to be localized. Whereas the zones Z1 to Z8 and Z19 to Z24 are referenced as
a domain of active crustal deformation that corresponds to an intraplate tectonic regime
where the magnitude of earthquakes never exceeds Mw~7 (Table 5). As such, according to
the maximum magnitude at each zone provided by the seismicity catalog, we attributed
the maximum magnitude of Mw~7.5 for the region Z1 to Z8 and Z24, and Mw~7 for the
area Z19 to Z23. In both cases, we cautiously add 0.5 to the maximum magnitude observed
at each zone before integration into the model (see Supplementary Materials, Tables S1–S3
for detailed parameters) relying on the maximum observed magnitude from our seismicity
catalog, on previous PSHA publications [75,76] and similarities among tectonic regions
which remains a rather conservative but widely applied method for PSHA studies.

In terms of fault characterization parameters, we used the comprehensive AFEAD
fault catalog (http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html; accessed on
30 April 2023) to draw the active fault traces over the region and to collect fault attributes.
We also compiled the focal mechanism from the literature [1,66,68,70,71,77,78] and the
CMT catalog (https://www.globalcmt.org; accessed on 15 April 2023) in order to better
assess the kinematics of faulting in each area. Thus, we assign a major, medium, and
minor percentage coefficient for the three categories of fault kinematics (strike-slip, reverse,
normal) corresponding to what have been observed or inferred within each zone. Finally,
for each category, we determine the fault attribute values associated with their uncertainties
(strike, dip, and rakes) based on the AFEAD fault database and the references therein.

http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html
https://www.globalcmt.org
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Figure 5. SM1 model zonation overlapped on the seismotectonic map of Nepal displaying main
active faults (from AFEAD database, http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html;
accessed on 15 April 2023), seismicity (blue dots) and focal mechanisms mainly from the CMT catalog
(https://www.globalcmt.org; accessed on 15 April 2023) where red pattern is for normal, green for
strike-slip, and blue for thrust faulting events. Z1 to Z23 correspond to the SM1 zones names.

4.1.2. Source Model including the MHT Geometry—SM2

The seismic source model named SM2 developed for this study is composed of
19 zones that cover the major seismotectonic domain of the Himalayan Mountains, i.e.,
Western Nepal, North and East India, and south of Tibet (Figure 6). The SM2 area source
model varies from the SM1 model in the sense that we consider the kinematics but also
the geometry of the faults, the seismicity magnitude, and distribution and we mimic the
geometry of the ramp-and-flat pattern of the decollement layer (MHT) at depth to define
the boundary of the areas. The geometry and size of the polygon areas are consistent with
the surface fault traces encompassing: (i) the sparse strike-slip faults within the foreland
basin (S1) (ii) the ~1000 km long ~W–E to WNW–ESE active thrusts (MFT, MBT) in the
Outer Himalaya (S2–S5), (iii) the mainly ~W–E reverse to ~N–S lateral faulting in the
Lesser Himalaya (S6–S10), (iv) the MCT and MCT sub-parallel ~E–W reverse faults to
~N–S and NW–SE strike-slip and normal faults (S11–S16), (v) the mainly ~N–S normal
to ~E–W lateral faulting of the extensional Tethys Himalayas at Southern Tibet (S17–S19).
For the SM2 model, we assigned the same depth distribution as in the SM1 model, with
a maximum depth of rupture up to 20 km for the zones S1 to S5, 30 km for the zones
S6 to S10, 40 km for the zones S11 to S19. In addition, the SM2 source model extends
further north and west than the SM1 model since we consider here the ramp-and-flat basal
decollement layer extending over more than ~150 km beneath Nepal with a surface extent
of ~1000 km (maximum rupture length of the MHT) encompassing the seismicity clustering
to the west [9,27,69] (Figure 6). Therefore, this implies that the subduction-like interface
domain with maximum magnitude up to Mw~9.0 encompasses the zones S6 to S10 and S14
to S16, where the greatest magnitude seismicity is localized. Whereas the zones S1 to S5,
S11 to S13, and S17 to S19 are referenced as active crustal deformation that corresponds to
an intraplate tectonic regime where the magnitude of earthquakes never exceeds Mw~7.
As such, according to the maximum magnitude at each zone provided by the seismicity
catalog, we attributed the maximum magnitude of Mw~9 for the zones S14 to S16 located
around the epicenter of the 1505 AD earthquake. We attributed a maximum magnitude

http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html
https://www.globalcmt.org
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of Mw~8.5 for zone S6 in the east (Kathmandu vicinity), Mw~8 for the zones S7 to S10,
Mw~7.5 for zones S1 to S2, S11 to S13, S17 to S19 and Mw~7 for the zones S3 to S5. In both
cases, we cautiously add 0.5 to the maximum magnitude observed at each zone before the
integration into the model (see Supplementary Materials, Tables S1–S3 for detailed parame-
ters) relying on the maximum observed magnitude from our seismicity catalog, in previous
PSHA publications [75,76] and similarities among tectonic regions which remains rather
conservative but widely applied method for PSHA studies. In terms of crustal structure,
we delimitate the polygon boundaries reflecting the geometry of the MHT proposed by [9]
with a simplified ramp-flat-ramp symmetrical structure emerging at the MFT and rooting
at 20–40 km depth. This is consistent with the fact that the surface fault traces as well as the
seismicity distribution are related to the geometry of the basal thrust at depth according
to [1] and as it has been highlighted during the 2015, Gorkha earthquake [5].
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Figure 6. SM2 model zonation overlapped on the seismotectonic map of Nepal displaying main
active faults (from AFEAD database, http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html;
accessed on 15 April 2023), seismicity and focal mechanisms mainly from the CMT catalog (https:
//www.globalcmt.org; accessed on 15 April 2023) where red pattern is for normal, green for strike-
slip, and blue for thrust faulting events. Grey patterns are for undefined faulting events due to either
stress heterogeneity or spatial variations of stress. S1 to S19 correspond to the SM2 zones names.

As for the previous source model, we used the comprehensive AFEAD fault catalog
(http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html; accessed on 30 April 2023),
the focal mechanism from the literature [1,66,68,70,71,77,78] and the CMT catalog (https:
//www.globalcmt.org; accessed on 15 April 2023) in order to better assess the kinematics
of faulting in each area.

4.1.3. Macrozone/Fault Source Model—SM3F

To consider the major thrust faults of the Nepal region capable to accommodate the
entire convergence rate and thus, to produce large to great earthquakes (Mw > 8) we
defined two simplified homogenous seismic zones models at the regional scale (called
SM3F). Unlike the two previous models, we consider the faults in the north area as 3D
planes that allow us to reflect accurately the geometry and kinematics of the major faults at
depth, associated (or not) with the basal decollement layer (MHT). In order to prioritize the
effect of the major fault in the seismic hazard models, we simplify the seismicity source
volumes to two areas with homogenous seismicity (Figure 7), and in turn, we consider

http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html
https://www.globalcmt.org
https://www.globalcmt.org
http://neotec.ginras.ru/index/mapbox/database_map.html
https://www.globalcmt.org
https://www.globalcmt.org
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that the great magnitude earthquakes (Mw ≥ 8) initiate on the MHT at defined depth and
can rupture the main structures such as the MFT and the MBT. Furthermore, according to
recently published studies [5,79,80] that highlight a slip rate deficit over the Himalayan
chain, we propose, as a new approach, that part of the convergence rate can also be
distributed among known (or unknown) individual crustal faults, with or without surface
expression, located northward between the MBT and the Tibetan Plateau (e.g., the MCT)
that can also produce large magnitude earthquakes. Each of these structures is weighted,
depending on their probability of occurrence (given their recurrence rate of earthquakes,
whether it is known), before being introduced into the models. In addition, three fault
recurrence models are applied based either on geological data (i.e., slip rate) or on the
seismicity catalog distribution to account for the epistemic uncertainties.
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Hence, the simplified two seismic source zones (NPL_NORTH, NPL_SOUTH) are
located on either side of the frontal thrust (MFT) that circumscribe the seismically active
zone in the north and the less active foreland basin in the south as suggested by the
distribution of the seismicity. The external boundaries encompass the most active part
of the Himalayas eastward and westward of Nepal (i.e., India in the south, east, and
west, and the Tibetan Plateau in the north). In addition, the north area (NPL_NORTH)
is considered a subduction-like interface domain capable of Mw ≥ 8, according to the
historical records of M > 8.5 events (e.g., the 1505 earthquake) [2,32] with major reverse and
minor lateral and normal faulting components and includes 3D fault geometry with a depth
of rupture varying from 15 km to 40 km (see Supplementary Materials, Table S3 for detailed
parameters). Unlike the northern zone, the southern zone (NPL_SOUTH) is considered a
domain of active shallow crustal deformation (that corresponds to an intraplate tectonic
regime) where the magnitude of earthquakes never exceeds Mw~7.5 with a maximum
depth of 20 km and with a major strike-slip component.

The internal boundary between the two polygons follows the sharp geometry of the
very frontal thrust (MFT) that reflects the complex geometry of the flat-and-ramp fault
plane at depth.

4.1.4. Homogenous Activity Parameters

The observed activity rates of the seismotectonic zones of the crustal and subduction
interface sources are determined from the catalogs compiled for this study. In each zone,
the seismicity is homogeneous, and the Gutenberg–Richter relationship [81] is assessed.
The Gutenberg–Richter model has been adopted to calculate the seismic activity rates in its
truncated form. The EPRI [82] method is adopted to determine the a and b values, which is
an updated and improved version of the Weichert method [83], which takes into account the
magnitude, location, and completeness uncertainties through the use of a synthetic catalog.
The project catalog is used to compute synthetic catalogs using Gaussian distributions
to consider and propagate the uncertainty for location and magnitude. Similarly, the
uncertainties on completeness years are also propagated for the calculation of the activity
rates adopting a uniform distribution. Figure 8 is an example of the Gutenberg–Richter
model evaluation made for a zone (Z17) volume source included in SM1 which represents
one of the most active regions of Nepal. The parameters (a and b values) obtained are
consistent with the active regions. The correlation between the a and b values is close to 1
which suggests that the Gutenberg–Richter parameter is quite well constrained based on
the seismicity catalog.

We merged the zones of similar tectonic features to compute GR to make the seismicity
sample more statistically robust (for example we merged Z1, Z2, and Z3 in the southwest
of Nepal). The Gutenberg–Richter models derived for all the sources SM1, SM2, and SM3
(see Supplementary Materials, Tables S1 and S2 for further details) are reasonably well
constrained. The a-value parameters are scaled to the area of a million square kilometers
for inter-comparability purposes. It should be underlined that the b values obtained for the
sources are close to the adopted prior value 1.0.

The comparison of activity rates in terms of the annual rate of occurrence (λ) (scaled to
million km2 considering Mw ≥ 6.0) derived from the GR adjustments (Figure 9) shows the
variation of effective seismicity rates. In general, we can observe the progression of higher
rates from zones in the south to the zones in the north consistently with the historical
seismicity patterns. The highest rate is obtained for zone Z17 in SM1 and zone S8 in
SM2. For the case of SM3, the highest seismicity rate is obtained for NPL_NORTH. These
differences between SM1, SM2, and SM3 demonstrate the part of epistemic uncertainties
for final PSHA calculations.
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Figure 8. Example of GR evaluation performed for the zone Z17 for SM1 evaluated based on catalog
developed in this study. (Top left) Observed seismicity rates (blue circles for individual solutions)
compared to modeled G-R curves (gray lines for individual solutions). The mean G-R curve is shown
in black and compared to the SCR G-R defined by [84] shown in purple. The red color refers to
the solution obtained with the original catalog. (Top right) Map of the seismicity considered in the
analysis. Only the epicenter shown as red circles are selected for the calculation after applying the
completeness criteria (Bottom left) Statistics of the a-values (per 1 million km2) and b-values obtained
through the Monte Carlo sampling (gray circles). The percentiles 2, 16, 50, 84, and 98th are shown as
squares. (Bottom right) Analysis of the correlation of the individual G-R solutions (gray circles).
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4.2. Major Himalayan Thrust Fault Sources

The MHT is the main seismic source in Nepal and has the potential for mega earth-
quakes. The MHT is thought to extend as a succession of flat and ramp decollement
beneath the Lesser Himalaya and to form a steeper ramp at the front of the High Hi-
malaya (Figure 7b). Most of the crustal deformation in the Himalayas occurs on the Main
Himalayan Thrust fault (MHT) [3,67], where the Indian lithosphere underthrusts beneath
the chain. The MHT absorbs about 20 mm/year of the India–Eurasia convergence [85]
which accounts for about half of the total convergence rate. The MHT reaches the surface
at the Main Frontal Thrust fault (MFT) [40], where the secular slip rate has been estimated
from the study of uplift of Holocene terraces to be ~20 mm/year [2,3,70,80]. Whereas the
MBT formed earlier than the MFT, as suggested by parallel lithological contact with the
Proterozoic stratigraphy level (named Lesser Himalaya domain) exposed in its hanging
wall, recent activity along one of its reactivated segments has been observed through geo-
logical and geomorphic studies allowing to describe the occurrence of at least two large
earthquakes over the last 2000 years [4,37]. The MCT, located further north, formed at
~22–18 Ma and seems to have accommodated a total shortening of 140–500 km [38,39].
At present-day, the MCT is considered inactive by many authors [40,41] but might have
actually remained episodically active as suggested by [19,42]. To the north of the MBT, the
deformation is distributed over moderate active faults with right-lateral strike-slip com-
ponent (i.e., the Western Nepal Fault System, the Karakoram fault. . . [43]) then gradually
displaying both lateral and normal components toward the Tibetan Plateau.

Previous geodetic and modeling studies [27,85–87] assumed the MHT to be locked
from the surface to a certain depth and found a satisfying fit to the data with a mean fault
dipping about 8–10◦ to the north and a downdip end of the locked part of the fault about
100–150 km from its surface trace. The observation of meter scale displacements on some
regions of the MFT indicates that during large (Mw > 8) earthquakes, the locked portion
of the fault sometimes ruptures all the way to the surface [32,40]. The width of the fault
surface that corresponds to the locked-to-creeping transition has been estimated at around
>20 km depth [29,88]. In our models, we consider that the Mw > 8 great earthquakes
initiate on the MHT and either propagate onto the MFT (MHT + MFT) accommodating
60% of the slip rate or onto the MBT (MHT + MBT) accommodating 20% of the slip rate or
onto various individual crustal faults scattered between the MBT and the normal faulting
Tibetan Plateau (including the MCT) accommodating the last 20% of the slip rate [27,85].

Furthermore, according to paleo-seismological studies, the Himalayas may have
produced earthquakes with magnitudes as high as Mw~8.8. Along the Himalayan foothills
in Nepal, there is evidence for a ~17 m slip event on the MFT (dated to 1100 C.E) at
locations separated by 240 km along strike [32,40]. Evidence for a similar event with an
age loosely constrained to ca. 1413 C.E. was also found in the Kumaon and Garhwal
Himalayas [45]. In fact, there is a possibility that these paleo ruptures may relate to the
1505 historical earthquake, which would then be inferred to have ruptured the Himalayan
front from Western Nepal to Garwhal over a distance possibly as large as 800 km [89].
Hence, regarding the maximum magnitude (Mw ≤ 9) and depth of rupture (≤40 km), we
assume that the fault surface rupture does not exceed an average length of 1000 km that can
rupture at once. In addition, to be consistent with the geological data from the literature,
we consider in our model a mean slip rate of 16 mm/year overall Nepal [27], an MHT
mean dip of ~8◦ [1], a wide range of fault seismic coupling comprised between 20% and
80% [31,35] as predicted from its lateral geometry variation [35,36].

Three alternative recurrence seismicity models were considered for the faults which
include a characteristic model [90] CHAR_YC85 and exponential model [90] GR_YC85 for
which the fault activity is characterized by documented geologic, geomorphic, or geodesic
data. In a characteristic (CHAR_YC85) model, the annual rate takes a uniform distribution
above a certain threshold of magnitude while in the exponential (GR_YC85) approach,
the distribution of the seismic annual rates with magnitude takes a truncated exponential
form: the activity rate is constrained by the upper bound magnitude, the b-value for the
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region, and the fault slip rate. The third model is a Poissonian, GR_ab model based on GR
parameters calculated from the seismic catalog.

The limit of background Mmax 8.0 is chosen since we model the major thrusts able
to generate the megathrusts earthquakes. Below this magnitude threshold, the seismicity
is uniformly distributed in the volume of the background zone on fictitious faults and
constrained by the GR parameters of the zone. The sensitivity analysis due to alternative
recurrence models is conducted and subsequently, weights are assigned, which is discussed
in detail in Section 6.

4.3. Heterogenous or Smoothed Models—SM4

As an alternative to the homogenous seismicity rate model, a smoothing approach
was used which avoids the use of any seismotectonic zonation. This method assumes that
future earthquakes are considered more likely to occur near past earthquakes than in areas
where no earthquakes have been observed.

Two types of algorithms were used for the definition of the kernel: firstly, a fixed
kernel [91] whose width is proportional to the magnitude of the earthquake only and a
second algorithm called adaptative kernel that defines the kernel adaptively [92] based
on a number of neighboring events. The smoothing width corresponds to the distance
to the nth nearest earthquake whose magnitude is greater than or equal to the minimum
magnitude threshold. A magnitude threshold of 4.5 was chosen assuming that the catalog
is relatively well constrained only above this threshold and the rates were computed for
each grid point at 10 × 10 km. The computed smoothed seismicity rates were implemented
considering the seismicity limits and parameters defined for SM2 and thus introduced into
the final SSC logic tree (see Section 6 for further details) as SM4. Similarly, the major thrust
faults were introduced while considering the smoothed seismicity rates for the background
seismicity and seismicity limits and parameters defined for SM3F and thus into the final
SSC logic tree (see Section 6 for further details) as SM4F.

In a region characterized by a relatively high concentration of earthquakes like Nepal,
the short smoothing width is deemed most appropriate. Two alternative kernels SA5 and
SF10 (Figure 10) were finally selected as enough and non-redundant within a logic tree
framework of SSC to better account for the epistemic uncertainties in the activity rate
estimates. No spatial limits are applied for what concern the region of interest to compute
the rates to take into consideration the uncertainty linked to the limits between high activity
in north–northeast and relatively stable south–southwest to consider the uncertainty in the
location of major thrust faults.
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Figure 10. N-value (number of events greater than Mw* ≥ 6) per million km2 computed for the target
region using kernel functions (a) adaptative kernel using 5 neighboring events (SA5) and (b) fixed
kernel using 10 neighboring events (SF10). The green circles are epicentral locations of the events
within the completeness period of consideration and grey ones are outside completeness period and
are not considered for assessment of activity parameters. The sites considered for the UHS results
comparison are in red triangles.
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5. Ground Motion Models

The selection of appropriate ground motion models (GMMs) applicable to Nepal is
clearly one of the main challenges since currently, no fully local GMM based on locally
observed seismic data has been developed suitable for PSHA purpose [93]. Some efforts
have been made in recent years to develop GMMs adapted for the Himalayan context
(e.g., [94–96]), however, for this study, we exclude the application of such GMMs due to
several limitations such as the model developed for estimation of PGA only or/and use of
very limited local data from Nepal for development of GMM. Hence, for this project, we
made the simple choice to adopt a multiple GMM approach using GMMs developed based
on global or Japanese datasets.

Hence, we carefully analyzed GMMs recently published and also the ones used in
recent PSHAs carried out in Nepal [12,93] and selected several GMMs developed based
on data from similar seismotectonic settings to account for epistemic uncertainties. The
suitability of the set of GMMs was verified according to the criteria (e.g., tectonic regime,
functional form, regression coefficients, frequency range of the model, datasets, etc.), based
on [97]. The screening criteria adopted for this project constitute a compromise between
the strict criteria of [98] and the somewhat more lenient criteria by [97], supplemented by
considerations regarding factors such as time-averaged shear-wave velocity over the upper
30 m (Vs30), style of faulting and the ground motion intensity measures to be considered
(e.g., the maximum response spectral period). The synthesis of validity domains for each
of the selected GMMs is detailed in Tables S4 and S5 of the Supplementary File. The final
selected GMMs combine five GMMs to model the ground motion in active shallow crustal
(ACR) sources and six GMMs to model for the subduction interface-like sources. Among
the six GMMs selected for the subduction interface-like sources, we selected three GMMs
of ACR type and three GMMs of subduction interface type consistently with the strategy
adopted in some recent studies e.g., [15]. However, we considered interface-type GMMs
with lower weight, because although subduction-like ground motion is not fully ruled out
for applicability in the Himalayan region as several recent studies indicated, the ground
motion characteristics of the Himalayan region are more coherent with those of active
shallow crust (e.g., [99]). The other argument for a lower weight given to subduction GMM
is that due to a lack of locally developed GMMs, the selected subduction GMM is based
mainly on the data of subduction zones around the world like Japan, Chile, Taiwan, etc.,
which are of very different contexts and characteristics (Oceanic–Continental collision)
while the Himalayan subduction context is a shallow (Continental–Continental collision)
context which is likely to have very different ground motion characteristics.

The sensitivity analysis (Figure 11) shows that the variability due to GMMs is es-
sentially controlled by subduction-type sources and the ACR-type GMMs indicate very
limited variability. It is simply because the contribution of ACR-type sources to the seismic
hazard remains very limited for the considered site (in this case Kathmandu). In general,
among the GMMs applied to subduction-like sources, the AB03 [100] leads to the lowest
seismic hazard levels while ZH16 leads to the highest. All other GMMs [101–103] lead to
seismic hazard levels fluctuating close to the median. Finally, among GMMs grouped into
the subduction interface type, we weighted all the crustal-type GMMs (2/3) while giving
relatively lower weight (1/3) to the subduction-type GMMs. Furthermore, all the ACR-
type GMMs considered for subduction interface sources were equally weighted among
each other, while among the subduction interface-type GMMs, i.e., ZH16 [104] was given
slightly lower weight since it leads to the highest relative differences among GMMs used
for subduction-type sources.
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Figure 11. Relative differences in response spectra calculated for each GMM, return period of
475 years, site of Kathmandu, Vs,30 = 760 m/s (a) GMPEs applied to interface-type sources and
(b) ACR-type sources. Note the difference in y-scale between two figures.

Table 5. Selected GMPEs for crustal and Himalayan collision domain.

Target
Source GMM GMM

Type Weight

Active shallow crustal
sources

CB14 [103] Crustal 0.2
BSSA14 [102] Crustal 0.2

CY14 [105] Crustal 0.2
ASK14 [101] Crustal 0.2
ZH16 [106] Crustal 0.2

Himalayan collision
zones

(Subduction
interface-like sources)

AB03 [100] Subduction 0.13
ZH16 [104] Subduction 0.08

AKG18 [107] Subduction 0.13
BSSA14 [102] Crustal 0.22

CB14 [103] Crustal 0.22
ASK14 [101] Crustal 0.22
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6. SSC Sensitivity Analysis and Logic Tree

The sensitivity analysis was carried out to better identify the components of the SSC
models that affect the most seismic hazard estimates. The seismotectonic models presented
in Section 4 are integrated into a sensitivity test to determine the impact on the seismic
hazard calculation of each of the hypotheses considered (see Section 6 for further details).
An aleatory uncertainty related to distribution for magnitude, hypocentral depth, and fault
orientations was also explored. A right trapezoidal distribution was used for hypocentral
depth, left trapezoidal distribution for maximum magnitude between two bounds (see
Supplementary Materials, Tables S1–S3 for further details). For each seismic source, the
style of fault mechanisms can be normal, reverse, or strike-slip for which a probability was
assigned based mainly on the evaluation of fault parameters in fault databases and focal
mechanisms of past events.

The results of the sensitivity test are shown for the return periods of 475 years
(Figure 12). We chose to make sensitivity analyses based on a tornado plot which allows us
to visualize the sensitivity of all SSC branches introduced and for different sites in the same
figure. The different seismicity models introduce significant variability, of about ±25% to
±50% depending on the site. In general, regardless of the site and spectral periods, the
models integrating the major fault sources (SM3F and SM4F in the logic tree) lead to higher
results compared to the average of the models. The homogenous volume models without
individual faults (SM1 and SM2) are either close to the center of the distribution or lower
compared to the models integrating the thrust faults. Similarly, the smoothing models
without individual faults (SA5 and SF10) lead to lower results compared to the average of
all the models.
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Figure 12. Sensitivity analysis of the spectral accelerations from the SSC models. Relative difference
of each mean UHS to the unweighted average of all SSCs considered at return period of 475 years
and for five sites considered. (a) Spectral period of 0.01 s; (b) spectral period of 1 s.

The application of a logic tree allows the capturing of epistemic uncertainties in
different input models [108,109] by deploying alternative models in the seismic hazard esti-
mation. The SSC logic tree (Figure 13) was built by selecting and weighing the conceptual
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models (models in volume source zones, models by fault, and smoothed models), then by
selecting and weighing the models within each of the conceptual models.
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In the study area, seismicity catalogs seem to better capture the local variability of
seismicity. We, therefore, attribute a slightly higher weight of 60% to the heterogenous
or smoothed models compared to the 40% for homogenous models. The decision on the
weights assigned to homogenous or smoothed models is clearly a subjective choice of
experts. We believe that the seismicity catalog is relatively complete for a statistically
significant time (about 800 years) at least for large magnitude events (Mw > 7.5/8.0).
However, we included the SM1 model already, which is based on the seismicity patterns.
Hence, as a balance, we decided to adopt 60–40% in favor of a heterogeneous model.

In the sub-branches concerning the homogenous models, a higher weight of 35% each
is adopted for models developed within the framework of this study (SM2 and SM3F)
since it relies on both seismicity distribution and division of the seismotectonic units by
large active structures among which the SM3F introduces a clearer distinction based on the
seismicity distribution of the background and major thrusts. The zones in the SM1 model
were developed mostly based on seismicity patterns only. For this reason, it was decided to
assign a lower weight (30%) to SM1 compared to SM2 and SM3F (35% each one).

The sub-branches concerning the recurrence activity of the faults in SM3F constitute
three alternative models. The recurrence model derived from the exponential Gutenberg–
Richter parameter of the background zone, SM3F_GR_ab model is given the highest
weight (60%) among others because we believe that the seismicity sample is relatively
more representative of the actual seismicity compared to the other two models namely
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characteristic (SM3F_CHAR_YC85) and exponential model (SM3F_GR_YC85) based on [90]
which are based on slip rates that remain highly uncertain. The YC85 exponential model
(SM3F_GR_YC85) is assigned the lowest weight of 10% since, in the sensitivity analysis, it
closely follows the seismic hazard levels attained by SM3F_GR_ab for which we assigned
the highest weight.

Regarding the smoothed models, the two kernels (SA5 and SF10) are introduced with
equal weighting. An equal weight is assigned between the smoothed models with (SM4F)
or without (SM4) individual thrust faults. Similarly, the sub-branches concerning the recur-
rence activity of the faults in SM4F (for which the background seismicity adopted is from the
gridded approach), constitute two models namely the characteristic (SM4F_CHAR_YC85)
and exponential model (SM4F_GR_YC85) based on [90]. We give higher weight (2/3) to
the exponential model (SM4F_GR_YC85) mainly because the exponential model seems to
be more consistent with the bulk of results obtained from all other SSC models considered.

7. Results and Discussion

Results of the probabilistic seismic hazard assessment are presented in the form of
uniform hazard spectra (UHS) for horizontal components after post-processing the seismic
hazard curves obtained for a series of combinations of the SSC and GMC interpretations and
200 samples of Monte Carlo exploration in seismic parameters (GR parameters, magnitude,
hypocentral depth, style of faulting, etc.). The PSHA calculations were carried out with a
minimum magnitude of integration of 5.0, considering the high seismic activity of the target
region. The PSHA calculation was performed using the SEISTER in-house SHA toolbox.

7.1. UHS at Five Selected Locations

The uniform hazard spectra (UHS) (Figures 14 and 15) obtained at both return periods
considered (475 and 2475 years) show that the highest seismic hazard among the five
locations considered is obtained for the northwestern town of Dipayal while the lowest is
obtained for the southern city of Biratnagar.

At a 475-year return period and considering Vs,30 of 760 m/s, the mean PGA obtained
among the studied sites varies from 0.186 g at Biratnagar to 0.488 g at Dipayal. The mean
PGA obtained at Kathmandu, Pokhara, and Nepalganj are 0.424 g, 0.381 g, and 0.190 g,
respectively. Similarly, at a 2475-year return period, the mean PGA obtained among the
studied sites varies from 0.419 g at Biratnagar to 0.967 g at Dipayal. The mean PGA obtained
at Kathmandu, Pokhara, and Nepalganj is 0.906 g, 0.8 g, and 0.427 g, respectively. At both
return periods and all sites, the consistency of the mean and median (the mean lies slightly
above the median) demonstrates the well-balanced logic tree adopted. We note that these
seismic hazard levels are closely coherent with the seismic hazard levels obtained in some
of the previous studies, e.g., [15].

The uncertainty coefficients computed based on an equation [110] that considers the
centiles 16 and 84% for UHS obtained at Kathmandu are at 52.6 and 63.1% for the 475- and
2475-year return periods, respectively. This relatively large uncertainty coefficient reflects
the large degree of uncertainty integrated through SSC and GMM models. Moreover, it
also reflects the uncertainties propagated in various seismic parameters like maximum
magnitude, depth, style of faulting, etc.

The evaluation of the relative impact of the SSC logic tree scheme (Figure 16) demon-
strates that regardless of the site considered, the SSC models integrating the major faults
lead to a higher mean compared to the obtained weighted mean. On the other hand,
the smoothed models and homogenous volume models lie relatively below the weighted
average. Thus, the weighting scheme seems to balance the possible underestimation or
overestimation due to various SSC models. Moreover, we observe that the cities located in
the foreland areas (i.e., the less active region of Nepal) display larger variability compared
to that region with higher seismic hazards.
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Figure 14. (a) Map showing considered 5 locations and UHS and the centiles of the 5 selected cities
of Nepal at return period of 10% exceedance probability in 50 years (return period of 475 years)
considering the site condition of (Vs,30 = 760 m/s) for (b) Kathmandu; (c) Pokhara; (d) Biratnagar;
(e) Dipayal, and (f) Nepalganj. Note that the graph is in log–log scale. The grey shaded area represents
the range of UHS between centile 16 and 84%.
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Figure 15. (a) Map showing considered 5 locations and UHS and the centiles of the 5 selected cities 
of Nepal at return period of 2% exceedance probability in 50 years (return period of 2475 years) 
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Figure 15. (a) Map showing considered 5 locations and UHS and the centiles of the 5 selected cities
of Nepal at return period of 2% exceedance probability in 50 years (return period of 2475 years)
considering the site condition of (Vs,30 = 760 m/s) for (b) Kathmandu; (c) Pokhara; (d) Biratnagar;
(e) Dipayal, and (f) Nepalganj. Note that the graph is in log–log scale. The grey-shaded area represents
between centile 16 and 84%.
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7.2. Comparison of PSHA Results

The mean UHS results obtained in this PSHA study considering standard rock condi-
tion with Vs,30 of 760 m/s are compared with the design response proposed in NBC105:
2020 for Soil Class A sites. The comparison shows notable discrepancies and differences in
terms of seismic hazard levels and the shape of spectra.

Firstly, at a 475-year return period considering standard soil condition with Vs,30 of
760 m/s (Figures 17–19), the comparison of mean UHS shows that the levels recommended
in NBC105: 2020 Soil A are quite different for all the sites considered. In the case of the
city of Kathmandu, Bhaktapur, and Dipayal (sites that lie effectively north of MFT), this
difference is more pronounced at the plateau (notably at spectral periods between 0.1 and
0.3 s). Seismic hazard levels in this study are up to 37% higher at a spectral period of
0.15 s for the city of Dipayal. While for the longer spectral period (0.3 to 2 s) the seismic
hazard levels obtained are lower for all sites (up to 65% for site Biratnagar at spectral
period of 1 s). Furthermore, the mean UHS, obtained in this study for the site locations
which lie south of the MFT and MBT (Biratnagar and Nepalganj), is significantly below
or completely enveloped by design spectra recommended by NBC105:2020 for the whole
range of spectral periods.
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Figure 17. (a) Map showing 5 considered locations and mean UHS at return period of 475 years
for 5 selected locations obtained in this study considering the site condition of (Vs,30 = 760 m/s)
obtained in this study (solid green lines) compared with NBC105: 2020 design spectrum for Soil A
(dashed red lines) (b) Kathmandu; (c) Pokhara; (d) Biratnagar; (e) Dipayal; (f) Nepalganj. Note that
the x-axis is in log scale.
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Figure 18. Relative difference (%) in terms of mean spectral acceleration parameters between the cur-
rent study (STR) and the levels recommended in Nepal Building Code, NBC105: 2020. Return periods
of 475 considering Vs,30 of 760 m/s or soil A for NBC105:2020 for five sites selected for comparison
for spectral periods PGA (0.01 s), 0.15 s and 1.0 s. Note that, for the ease of comparison only, the
calculation performed at spectral period, T = 0.01 s, is regarded as peak ground acceleration (PGA).
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Figure 19. Comparison of mean PGA at 475-year return period, considering standard rock condition
(Vs,30 = 760 m/s) compared with previous studies including NBC105:2020 [6,8,10,12,15]. Note that,
for ease of comparison only, the calculation performed at spectral period, T = 0.01 s, is regarded as
peak ground acceleration (PGA).

In other words, the results obtained in this study highlight the possibility that NBC105:
2020 design spectrum could have underestimated the seismic hazard levels in the high
seismicity region and overestimated them in the relatively lower seismic hazard region, for
both return periods considered in this study. The differences in results obtained in this study
with respect to that of NBC105:2020 could be most likely related to differences in SSC and
GMM models considered in these studies. The singular SSC model used without alternative
SSC models might have led to systematic bias in seismic hazard estimates obtained in study
by [6] which was eventually adopted to derive design spectra for NBC105:2020.

The comparison of seismic hazard levels obtained at a 475-year return period, Vs,30 of
760 m/s (Figure 19), to recent studies, shows that regardless of the locations considered,
seismic hazard levels from GEM [12] are above the results obtained in this study and
the difference is more significant for the sites which lie north of the MFT (for example
Kathmandu, Pokhara, Dipayal). The possible reason for these discrepancies in the results
obtained in this study with respect to results in the GEM [12] could be associated with
the use of very different seismic source models and methods used to take into account
the uncertainties in the SSC model, which could have led to possible bias in the estimates.
Moreover, the strategy for use of ground motion models (ACR or subduction type) could
also have led to significant differences. For the same return period, at Kathmandu, the
mean seismic hazard levels obtained in [15] are very close to the one obtained in this study.
Similarly, the comparison with [8,10] shows that the seismic hazard levels are in the same
order of magnitude but slightly above the seismic hazard levels obtained in this study.

7.3. Seismic Hazard Maps

The PGA values have been calculated using a grid of 20 km × 20 km, for Soil A
condition (Vs,30 = 760 m/s) at a 475- and 2475-year return period (Figure 20a). At a
475-year return period (10% probability of exceedance in 50 years), the value of PGA varies
from ~0.1 g in the south to 0.5 g in the northern part of Nepal. As expected, the highest
values of ground motions are found in the far northwest of Nepal where they exceed 0.45 g,
and in the north-eastern edge where they range from 0.45 to 0.50 g. Conversely, a medium
to low seismic hazard is observed in the central region of Nepal with PGA values ranging
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from 0.25 g to 0.35 g. The PGA value is relatively lower (<0.25 g) in Southern and Far
North Nepal than in any region of the country. The PGA distribution for 2475 years return
period (2% probability of exceedance in 50 years) is shown in Figure 20b. The pattern of
the distribution is relatively the same as for the 475-year return period and the PGA values
range from 0.3 g to ~1 g. The northwestern area concentrates the highest seismic hazard
with ground motion exceeding 0.9 g while the eastern region has slightly lower values of
0.7 g to 0.9 g. These seismic hazard levels are coherent and in the same order of magnitude
with some recent studies [8,15].
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Figure 20. Seismic hazard maps of Nepal showing the peak ground acceleration (PGA) distribution
at standard bedrock (i.e., Vs,30 = 760 m/s) level. (a) PGA with 10% probability of exceedance in
50 years. (b) PGA with 2% probability of exceedance in 50 years. Note that the color scales are
different between (a,b).

These results are consistent with the structural and geological fabrics observed in
Nepal and show a spatial distribution strongly controlled by the MFT and the MBT that
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concentrate the highest seismic hazard along an ~WNW–ESE thrust–parallel axis. At
depth, the MHT geometry varies from west to east with a slightly structural change at
the 83◦ E longitude (see the MHT geometry and depth contour in Figure 1) that coincides
with the medium to low PGA values of the central part. In addition, the highest seismic
hazard areas seem to correspond to abrupt changes in the dip of the ramp as in the
west where the patch of high seismic hazard coincides to the transition zone between the
deeper ramp of the decollement and the mid-slope flat. At the northern tip of Nepal, the
decrease in the PGA values for both return periods coincides with the supposed transitional
coupling/decoupling zone of the MHT [27,36,69].

8. Conclusions and Perspectives

An updated probabilistic seismic hazard model covering the entirety of Nepal is
presented. The PSHA methodology and its components adopted in this study represent an
improvement with respect to previous PSHA for Nepal. The seismic hazard model is the
result of recent advances in research and development of geological and seismological data
for Nepal, in particular concerning seismicity catalog, geometry, and seismicity parameters
for the MHT and MBT. We considered the available data and methods systematically, and
we propose alternative source models while also considering previous models in a logic-
tree framework. This allowed us to consider the range of epistemic uncertainty prevailing
in the identification and characterization of the seismic sources.

The seismicity catalog and the strategy adopted to merge the different source catalogs
in this study are an improvement in the context of seismic hazard studies conducted for
Nepal. The compilation and construction of the catalog was elaborated in the perspective
to continue the efforts towards a comprehensive and homogenized catalog utilizable for
seismic hazard studies in the region.

This study shows that consideration of alternative source models can lead to very
different seismic hazard assessments. Sensitivity analyses demonstrate that the SSC models
integrating faults lead to higher seismic hazard levels followed by homogenous volumes
and smoothed volumes models. The logic-tree scheme was constructed based on evaluation
of sensitivity analysis establishing a rationale of weighting schemes for the models and
considering the epistemic uncertainties. The PSHA maps obtained in this study are quite
similar (in same order of magnitude) to the results obtained in other studies [8,15]. In line
with these studies [8,15], our results confirm that the foreland basin at the southern belt of
Nepal (including, e.g., Biratnagar and Nepalganj cities) is a low seismic hazard region as
well as the northern boundary at the vicinity of Tibetan Plateau. The latter likely reflects the
decrease in the fault coupling of the MHT interface related to the downdip brittle/ductile
transition. Moreover, the central part of Nepal, north of the MFT, is one of the most active
regions including important cities like Katmandu and Pokhara. Indeed, the seismic hazard
is concentrated along an WNW–ESE elongated band, sub-parallel to the main thrust axis,
with highest PGA values laterally distributed in the southeastern and northwesternmost
regions with a relatively lower seismic hazard area between them. The seismic hazard
spatial distribution in this study may reflect the E–W variation of the MHT geometry
consistently with geologic reconstruction and geodetic observations [5,19,27] such as (i) the
83◦ E structural change in orientation observed along the MFT and MBT fault traces leading
to low seismic hazard area, (ii) the changes in the dip of the decollement at depth with high
seismic hazard associated to mid-crustal ramp allowing highest fault coupling [69] and/or
(iii) the presence of duplex structure and basement rocks stacked precluding slip on the
MHT [19]. Since the seismicity sample presents relatively small completeness periods and
the paleo seismological context is only barely known, it is not excluded that the low seismic
hazard area may reflect a long-term moment deficit [1,27,29]. In any case, the geometrical
and rheological variation along the MHT interface seems to have a strong influence on the
seismic hazard distribution in Nepal (with respect to standard rock condition) and confirms
the need of integrating geological structures and physical factors (e.g., fault coupling, stress
rate, rheological transition) to PSHA studies in tectonically active regions.
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The comparison of mean UHS obtained In this study with the design spectra NBC105:
2020 adopted based on the study by [6] shows critical differences and discrepancies. This
comparative evaluation shows that the seismic hazard levels recommended in NBC105:
2020 for the locations situated south of MFT/MBT surface traces (like Biratnagar, Nepalganj)
are possibly overestimated while the seismic hazard levels recommended for many other
major cities (like Kathmandu and Pokhara which lie north of the MFT/MBT) might have
been significantly underestimated, especially at spectral periods of interest which concerns
majority of building typology prevalent in Nepal, i.e., small to mid-size buildings. The
possible reason for this discrepancy could be related to the fact that PSHA study [6]
conducted for the purpose of NBC105:2020 relies on a singular source model, limited
GMMs, and the method (for example in recurrence models for fault sources) might have
led to bias in seismic hazard estimates.

In this study, several limitations have been identified and might be considered for
future seismic hazard assessment. Indeed, limited effort was devoted at this stage to the
construction of the GMM, for which a simple multi-GMM approach has been adopted as in
previous studies. Further studies should be devoted to a more comprehensive assessment
of the uncertainties in ground motion estimates for Nepal. In addition, the inclusion of
the individual crustal faults once the fault databases are further consolidated would help
to better constrain the seismic hazard estimates. Future research should also focus on
making critical evaluation of the empirical site amplification factors using locally recorded
strong motion data to consolidate the most applicable factors. The contradiction in the
seismic hazard levels recommended by NBC105: 2020 with the ones obtained in this study
and in several recent studies [8,15] should be addressed through a future comprehensive
research. Indeed, the seismic hazard levels recommended through a building code guideline
must be well scrutinized and consolidated to ensure the safe design of new buildings or
reinforcements of existing ones. The consideration of locally developed ground motion
models, individual crustal faults, and consolidation of the MHT fault system parameters
could be a way forward to consider for the future seismic hazard studies in the region.
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2023) have been used for the edition of the maps. The hazard calculations were made using the
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Centre’s Lifelines Program and documented in “Verification of Probabilistic Seismic Hazard Analysis
Computer Programs” by [111,112], so called the “PEER tests”.
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